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Kids can go on a visual tour of the prehistoric world, exploring the plants, the reptiles, the
swimmers, the flyers, the dinosaurs, the mammals, and more in this comprehensive and fully
updated visual celebration of prehistoric life.Part of the series of award-winning, best-selling DK
encyclopedias for children, this title has been completely revised to provide a comprehensive
visual exploration of the entire range of prehistoric animal life.Dinosaurs: A Visual Encyclopedia
is not simply a catalog of facts and photos - it is a visual celebration of the history of all life on
Earth, with a special focus on dinosaurs. More than 100 dinosaur species are featured, many
illustrated with brand new artworks, exclusive to DK. The new images vividly reflect the very
latest research into what these prehistoric creatures looked like, including thrilling new
discoveries about feathered dinosaurs.

About the AuthorDK was founded in London in 1974 and is now the world's leading illustrated
reference publisher and part of Penguin Random House, formed on July 1, 2013. DK publishes
highly visual, photographic nonfiction for adults and children. DK produces content for
consumers in over 87 countries and in 62 languages, with offices in Delhi, London, Melbourne,
Munich, New York, and Toronto. DK's aim is to inform, enrich, and entertain readers of all ages,
and everything DK publishes, whether print or digital, embodies the unique DK design approach.
DK brings unrivalled clarity to a wide range of topics with a unique combination of words and
pictures, put together to spectacular effect. We have a reputation for innovation in design for
both print and digital products. Our adult range spans travel, including the award-winning DK
Eyewitness Travel Guides, history, science, nature, sport, gardening, cookery, and parenting.
DK’s extensive children’s list showcases a fantastic store of information for children, toddlers,
and babies. DK covers everything from animals and the human body, to homework help and
craft activities, together with an impressive list of licensing titles, including the bestselling
LEGO® books. DK acts as the parent company for Alpha Books, publisher of the Idiot's Guides
series and Prima Games, video gaming publishers, as well as the award-winning travel
publisher, Rough Guides. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Foreword We are surrounded by fascinating animals. Gigantic whales and sharks swim in the
oceans. Spectacular large animals—such as big cats, elephants and giraffes— live on the land.
Wild places everywhere are filled with insects, birds, and thousands of other living things. But
Earth’s fossil record shows us that these creatures are just the tips of an amazing hidden tree of
life that stretches back hundreds of millions of years into the distant past. This rich fossil record
tells us an incredible and complicated story of evolution and extinction. While modern animals
may well be fascinating, those of the past were often bigger, stronger, or much, much weirder. In
this beautifully illustrated book, we look in detail at the huge variety of animal life that has
evolved over the past 500 million years or so, from the origins of complex life in the Precambrian
age to the dinosaurs of the Mesozoic Era and the mammals and birds of more modern times.
Most of the world’s fossils represent the remains of small creatures like shellfish and plankton.



But others show us that incredible beasts—sometimes very different from living animals—once
existed as well. We know of crocodile-sized millipedes, horse-eating giant birds, monstrous sea
reptiles, and bizarre mammals like ground sloths and saber-toothed cats. Figuring out what
these animals looked like when alive has often been a difficult challenge, and scientists and
artists have worked hard to reconstruct their appearance and behavior. In this book you will see
many spectacular illustrations of these animals and many others, all arranged in their
evolutionary families and roughly in the order in which they appeared. Opening this book is like
stepping back in time. Get ready to go on a spectacular visual tour of the animal life of the past,
and prepare to be amazed.Dr. Darren Naish Science writer and honorary research associate at
the University of Southampton, UK 5

PREHISTORIC LIFE▲ THE GRAND CANYON gives us an amazing glimpse back in time. As the
river eats deeper into ancient layers of rock, it reveals fossils that formed millions or even billions
of years ago. 6PREHISTORIC LIFE

Prehistoric refers to the time before written records began. It covers an enormous period of
history, beginning with Earth’s birth 4.6 billion years ago. Enter an endlessly fascinating
world.7PREHISTORIC LIFE

How life began Earth first formed about 4.6 billion years ago. When the planet was very young,
life would have been impossible—the ground was blisteringly hot and there was no water in
sight. So how did life begin? EARLY EARTH A sea of molten rock covered the newly formed
Earth. In time, this cooled to solid rock, but volcanoes continued to spew out floods of lava. The
volcanoes also released gases from deep inside the planet, forming Earth’s atmosphere, though
the air at first was poisonous.COMETS AND ASTEROIDS For millions of years, Earth’s surface
was bombarded by comets, asteroids, and even small planets. The collisions tore open the
planet’s newly formed crust, releasing more floods of lava. But they also delivered
water.PREHISTORIC LIFE

Oceans form As the young Earth slowly cooled, so did its atmosphere. Scalding steam released
by volcanoes condensed to form liquid water that fell as rain, producing a downpour that lasted
as long as a million years. Comets and asteroids brought yet more water. All the water pooled on
the surface to form vast oceans. ▼ WATER Life cannot exist without liquid water. Today water
covers 71 percent of the Earth’s surface.A watery beginning Many scientists think life began
about 3.8 billion years ago in the deep sea, which was safer than Earth’s deadly surface. The
first life-forms might have lived around hot volcanic vents, feeding off energy-rich chemicals
dissolved in the scalding water. Special kinds of bacteria thrive in these scalding habitats even
today. Life in hot water At Grand Prismatic Spring in Yellowstone National Park, bacteria thrive in
water too hot for any other organisms to bear. Copycat molecules The first life-form was not a



whole organism or even a cell—it was just a molecule that could make copies of itself. This is
what DNA does today. DNA can’t copy itself outside cells, so the first living molecule must have
been something different. Later on, it evolved into DNA. Bacteria are single-celled organisms
that are too small to see. Millions live on your skin and inside your body.Model of a DNA
molecule The age of bacteria Soon after life began, the self-copying molecules built cells around
themselves and became bacteria. Bacteria were the only forms of life on Earth for the next 3
billion years, a vast span of time. A true survivor Some of the oldest evidence of life on Earth
comes from stromatolites. These are rocklike mounds formed by colonies of bacteria. Fossil
stromatolites date back to 3.5 billion years ago. The bacteria in stromatolites live like plants,
using the Sun’s energy to make food and in doing so releasing oxygen. Billions of years ago,
they made enough oxygen to transform Earth’s air, paving the way for air-breathing animals to
evolve. ▼ LIVING STROMATOLITES can still be found today, such as here in Shark Bay,
Western Australia.StromatolitePREHISTORIC LIFE

Evolution Fossils of prehistoric animals show us that life on Earth is always changing. Over time,
old species disappear and new ones develop from them, like new relatives appearing in a family
tree. These new species appear thanks to a process of gradual change we call evolution.
NATURAL SELECTION Evolution is driven by a process called natural selection. Animals and
plants produce more offspring than survive to adulthood, all of them slightly different. Nature
selects those with the best characteristics, which then pass on these characteristics to the next
generation.The giraffe’s neck The giraffe’s long neck evolved because natural selection weeded
out individuals that couldn’t reach food high in the trees. With each generation, the tallest
giraffes got the most food and had the most babies. Over time, the species changed as its neck
grew longer. TAKE A LOOK—A STORY OF FINCHES The most famous person to collect
evidence for the idea of evolution was the English naturalist Charles Darwin. He visited the
Galápagos Islands in the 1830s, where he found a range of similar finch species, each with a
beak suited to its particular diet. He realized they’d all evolved from a common ancestor that had
settled on the islands long ago. 10▲ BREEDING FROGS lay many hundreds of eggs, but only a
tiny number will survive to become adults themselves.Woodpecker finch Camarhynchus
pallidusMedium ground finch Geospiza fortisVegetarian finch Platyspiza crassirostrisWarbler
finch Certhidea olivaceaPREHISTORIC LIFE

An unpopular theory People made fun of Darwin for his ideas; he was drawn with the body of a
chimpanzee in 1871 when he proposed that humans were related to apes.▼
ARCHAEOPTERYX had feathers but also teeth, claws, and a tail like those of dinosaurs.FOSSIL
EVIDENCE One reason Darwin was ridiculed is that the fossil record is much too sparse to show
a process of gradual change. However, some key fossils show clear links between related
animal groups. One example is Archaeopteryx—a missing link between dinosaurs and birds.
EVOLUTION OF THE ELEPHANT In a few rare examples, we can see gradual evolution in



fossils. The elephant belongs to a group of animals called proboscideans. Over time,
proboscideans became larger and developed larger tusks and trunks. But the ancient animals
shown here may not be direct ancestors of the elephant—they are merely glimpses of parts of
the elephant’s large and hidden family tree. Asian elephant (today) Phiomia (35 million years
ago) Moeritherium (50 million years ago) Artificial selection Darwin realized that animal breeders
change their breeds using a process very similar to natural selection. Instead of letting nature
choose which animals will breed, breeders make the choice themselves. Darwin called this
artificial selection. All dog breeds were created this way from their wild ancestor, the wolf.
Gomphotherium (20 million years ago) ▼ DOGS All domestic dogs today have a common
ancestor in the wolf. Deinotherium (2 million years ago)Gray wolf 11PREHISTORIC LIFE

Timeline of life Earth’s history stretches back 4.6 billion years to our planet’s birth. Scientists
divide this vast span of time into different periods, such as the Jurassic Period, when many of
the dinosaurs lived. Here you can see all the periods on a timeline showing the history of life. ◀
GRAND CANYON The different periods in Earth’s history are named after the layers of rock in
which fossils are found. At the Grand Canyon, you can see these ancient rock layers, which get
older toward the bottom. Invertebrates with hard cases, such as trilobites, appeared in the seas
542 million years ago. Dinosaurs died out 66 million years ago.THE LINES TELL TALES Life
began about 3.8 billion years ago, perhaps in the deep sea. The past leaves clues buried in the
rock below our feet. Certain types of rock build up in layers (strata) over millions of years.
Different layers correspond to different periods in Earth’s history. ▶ EARTH’S HISTORY is
divided into very long stretches of time called eras. These are further divided into shorter
stretches called periods, such as the Jurassic and Triassic. PRECAMBRIAN ERAS AND
PERIODS 4.6 billion to 542 million years ago S I L U R I NPlants spread onto land 440 million
Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago. years ago.PALEOZOIC ERA CAMBRIAN 542–488 million
years ago Trilobites scuttled around on the seafloor (see pages 36–37). ORDOVICIAN
SILURIAN itself to the seabed in the late Silurian. DEVONIAN 488–444 million years ago 444–
416 million years ago 416–358 million years ago Pseudocrinites anchored CARBONIFEROUS
358–299 million years ago Dragonflies and other insects buzzed through the air (see pages 54–
55).Starfish (sea stars) became common in the sea (see pages 40–41). Dunkleosteus, a giant
predator, terrorized the seas (see page 68). 12PREHISTORIC LIFEPREC ACA MBRM IANB R
IANAORDOVIECICEANCRTAOUS

PREHISTORIC LIFEJURA S S IMammals took over about 66 million years ago, after dinosaurs
died out.Birds evolved from dinosaurs 150 million years ago.Dinosaurs appeared 230 million
years ago.Ice ageFish (the first vertebrates) became the dominant form of life in the seas 400
million years ago. Amphibians evolved from fish and spread onto land 360 million years ago.
Modern humans appeared 200,000 years ago.PERMIAN 299–251 million years agoTRIASSIC
251–200 million years agoMESOZOIC ERA JURASSIC 200–145 million years agoCENOZOIC



ERA CRETACEOUS 145–66 million years ago PALEOGENE 66–23 million years ago
NEOGENE 23 million years agoDimetrodon was the most fearsome predator of its time (see
page 218).The first dinosaurs appeared, one of the earliest known being Herrerasaurus. The
first mammals were small, mouselike animals (see pages 222–223). The earliest known bird,
Archaeopteryx, appeared (see page 208). One of the earliest known primates, Eosimias,
appeared in this period (see page 277). Our apelike ancestors began walking (pages 278–
281).CDEVO N I AENI CO G PA L E OG E NE NEPERMIANTRI A S SN E

Changing planet Planet Earth is always changing. Areas of land (continents) move slowly
around on Earth’s surface, changing the map of the world. The climate swings from warm to
cold, and the plants and animals change from one era to the next, sometimes dramatically.
Scientists divide the age of the dinosaurs into three periods, all of which were very different from
today’s world. ▼ THE JURASSIC enjoyed a slightly milder climate than the Triassic. Dinosaurs
thrived and reached enormous
sizes.CoelophysisPterodactylusApatosaurusQuetzalcoatlusEARTH TODAY Today, Earth’s land
is divided into seven major areas that we call continents: Europe, Africa, Asia, North America,
South America, Antarctica, and Australasia. All the continents are still moving, but very slowly—
at about the speed your fingernails grow. 14Triceratops EdmontosaurusPREHISTORIC
LIFECRETACEOUS LIFE JURASSIC LIFE TRIASSIC LIFE

◀ THE TRIASSIC saw the planet’s first dinosaurs, all fairly small, like this Coelophysis. They
lived in a hot, largely barren world.Triassic life 251–200 million years ago In the Triassic Period,
Earth’s land formed a single continent called Pangaea. The coast and river valleys were green,
but much of the interior was desert. There were no flowering plants; instead, tough-leaved plants
such as cycads (palmlike trees), ginkgos, horsetails, and conifers flourished (all of which are still
with us). Early dinosaurs included Herrerasaurus, Plateosaurus, Chindesaurus, Coelophysis,
and Eoraptor. Cycad Brachiosaurus Stegosaurus Jurassic life 200–145 million years ago
Pangaea broke into two continents around 200 million years ago, with oceans spreading over
what had been land to create enormous shallow seas. The Jurassic saw the emergence of giant,
plant-eating sauropods (such as Brachiosaurus and Diplodocus) and large predators (such as
Allosaurus). Lush forests spread across the land and the deserts shrank. Common plants
included conifers, monkey puzzle trees, and ferns. FernPangaea Tethys Sea▲ TRIASSIC
EARTH Pangaea began to break up during the Triassic, with the Tethys Sea pushing between its
two halves.Laurasia Tethys SeaGondwana▲ JURASSIC EARTH Pangaea split into Laurasia in
the north and Gondwana in the south, with shallow seas between.▼ THE CRETACEOUS was
cooler still, although it was warmer than today’s world. Dinosaurs ruled the land but pterosaurs
and insects ruled the air. Ankylosaurus Cretaceous life 145–66 million years ago The continents
continued to break up during the Cretaceous. As a result, dinosaurs on different continents
evolved in different ways, giving rise to many new species. Tyrannosaurus emerged, as did



Triceratops and Iguanodon. Flowering plants appeared; early species included magnolia and
passion flower. Dense forests contained trees we know today, such as oak, maple, walnut, and
beech. MagnoliaAfrica South AmericaIndiaAntarctica ▲ CRETACEOUS EARTH The continents
began to resemble those we recognize today during the Cretaceous Period. 15PREHISTORIC
LIFE

All about fossils Almost everything we know about prehistoric animals comes from fossils. A
fossil is the preserved remains or trace of an ancient animal or plant. The word “fossil” comes
from the Latin word fossilis. That means “dug up,” and that’s how some fossils are discovered,
although most are exposed by erosion. Most fossilized animals have lain buried for millions of
years. A dinosaur dies and falls into the muddy bank of a river.DID YOU KNOW? ▲ IT’S IN THE
DETAIL Complete fossilized skeletons are rare, but when found they provide a huge amount of
information for fossil hunters (paleontologists). TYPES OF FOSSIL Fossils can be sorted, or
classified, into different types, depending on how they formed. All take millions of years to form—
fossilization is not quick. Total preservation If an insect or spider was caught in the sticky sap
released by a tree such as a pine, it may be preserved complete. Creatures that are millions of
years old have been preserved in fossilized tree resin (known as amber) in this way. 16 ■ Fossils
are usually found in rock but may also be found in mud or gravel. ■ The parts of an animal most
likely to fossilize are the hard parts: the bones or teeth or a creature’s shell. ■ Teeth are among
the most commonly found fossils. ■ The oldest fossils are stromatolites (mounds of rock made
by sea-dwelling bacteria). These have been dated to 3.5 billion years ago.Mineralization
Dinosaurs, like us, had hard bones, and sometimes just these parts of an animal are preserved—
though not as bone, which is replaced over time with minerals to form rock. Rock has to be
carefully removed to expose the fossils.PREHISTORIC LIFE

What makes a fossil? All kinds of living things have been discovered in fossil form. We have
unearthed fossilized animal skeletons, skin impressions, footprints, teeth, animal droppings,
insects, and plants. The hard parts of an animal, such as the bones, are the parts that fossilize
best. TAKE A LOOK—WHAT IS A PALEONTOLOGIST? People who study fossils are called
paleontologists. Paleontologists may work in the field, digging up new fossils, or in labs or
museums. They work like detectives, carefully gathering as many clues as they can to find out
what happened in the past and to figure out where each new discovery fits in the tree of life. A
sea has spread over the area, and new layers of sand and mud have built up. The skeleton is
slowly turning into rock.Millions of years later, the sea is gone and the layers of rock over the
fossil are slowly eroded by weather and glaciers, bringing the fossil back to the surface.
Thousands of years later, the glaciers have gone and the land is now a barren desert. Over the
years, layers of mud settle on top and bury the animal. A SLOW PROCESS A fossil can only
form if an animal’s body is buried quickly after death, so fossilized land animals are usually
animals that died in a river and sank into mud, for example, or that died in a sandstorm and were



buried in sand. These five diagrams show one way a dinosaur’s bones—in this case a Baryonyx
—may be fossilized and found millions of years later.The fossil has been exposed and a team of
paleontologists is working to remove it.Petrified Tree trunks, just like bones, can be turned to
rock by mineralization over millions of years. Petrified trees still look like logs. Petrification means
“change to stone.”External mold Sometimes the original organism dissolves completely, but
leaves an impression of itself in the rock. This impression is called a mold.Natural cast This
forms just like an external mold, but the hole then fills in as minerals from water slowly crystallize
inside it, forming a rock such as flint.Trace fossil Occasionally an animal will leave a hint of its
presence: a trace. This may be a footprint, a nest, tooth marks, or even droppings. These are
called trace fossils. 17PREHISTORIC LIFE
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J.T., “Beautiful!. I Love this book because it has beautiful illustrations. It has divided animals into
5 categories (prehistoric life,invertebrates,early vertebrates, dinosaurs and birds, and
mammals)and has a detailed glossary and index (also with very nice pictures). It goes into some
details about fossils. It also touches into information on the Loch Ness monster. It has 304
glorious large pages to go through. I know I will never get tired of this book. I will continue to buy
DK Smithsonian!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book!. I originally checked this out from our local library for my 6
year old, but we both enjoyed it so much, I ended up buying it so that we can have a copy in our
home collection. The title "Dinosaurs" undersells this book - while the largest section of the book
is devoted to dinosaurs, in its entirety, it is a history of life on Earth, from the earliest single-cell
life forms up through modern humans, with a primer section at the beginning that gives the
basics of geological eras and the theory of evolution. This book does an excellent job of taking a
TON of information and breaking it down into easily digestible chunks, with plenty of illustrations
and photographs that make the book accessible for both older students (and adults!) and
emerging readers alike. Overall, a great reference book for any home library.”

Keri, “Awesome. My 4 and 2 year old love this book. the little blurbs about each dinosaur are
perfect for their attention and pronunciation of the dinosaur names is so helpful. there are
sections that show sizes of dinosaurs vs animals and another section about insects and birds
and bugs and sea life. its a good buy. especially for $14”

ButterflyRose, “Exactly the Dino book I was looking for. My children and I have spent this
summer excavating plastic dinosaur skeletons from various plaster kits. They had lots of
questions about the dinos they were digging up and so I ordered this book for them. As usual,
DK books has great illustrations and nice paper. The book is really about prehistoric time, but it
is jam packed with dinosaur information. This book got my kids interested in just about every
creature on every page! They went nuts for the Opabina sea creature with the 5 eyes on stalks.
They like to sit and look at everything in this book. Excellent purchase.”

Airisi, “Book is awesome!. My daughter loves this book. It's a beautiful book. I had to return one
and replace it because one corner was crushed badly. Amazon boxed it without any protective
packaging inside so it just bounced around the whole time. They did the same thing on the
second one and it was bent too! That's really the reason for only the 4 star. Amazon what is
up?!!”

hthornhill, “Intriguing and fun!. My 6 year old loves looking at this and reading new facts about
dinosaurs. I'm usually equally as amused as he is with a lot of these facts. I have many of the



other Smithsonian "Visual Encyclopedia" books saved for future purchases.”

Martin C, “Budding palaentologists. If you have an interest in prehistory and dinosaurs then this
is an ideal book to have. It covers the formation of the Earthand the great heat causing years of
continuous downpours thus forming the seas and oceans from there life began. It is amazing
some of the early creatures, before arthropods, looked fearsome Others looked like seaweed
but were actually animals. It is without doubt a fascinating book well written and presented with
very good pictures. They even offer the differing view of some palaeontologists an excellent
book well worth reading”

Marcella, “Best dinosaur book. OK so sent out ordered this book from Amazon for my daughter.
When I received the order I opened to see it and wraps it and OMG!How do I receive this book
when I was little out of become a paleontologist, this book is complete the illustration and
colours are amazing and there’s lots of information. It says for 5+ years old kids but my 2 1/2-
year-old is obsessed with dinosaur and this book will surely further interest her in dinosaur! It’s
dinosaur time in our household!”

Jeremy Woodman, “The topics were arranged logically so material is easy to find. As always DK
in conjunction with the Smithsonian publishes high quality work. I do not possess a copy of the
1st edition so I cannot compare it to that but I do have a similar publication from DK, Prehistoric
Life. In many regards this work is an updated version of that book, smaller, but more focused,
and striking the right balance between a person with little background in the subject to one more
familiar with paleontology.The topics were arranged logically so material is easy to find. As
another reviewer pointed out, this deals with much more than just dinosaurs, but dinosaurs are
still the major focus. It makes sense though to address the origin of the dinosaur body and to put
them in their historical context, both before their reign and after, and to dedicate time to their
successors, birds.The writing is enhanced by the many high quality illustrations. I recognize
many from Prehistoric Life but many stand out, especially dinosaurs in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous, that are shown with more feathers and less scales that previous publications had,
bringing these in line with our current understanding.All in all I would recommend this as a solid
general reference in any library for this subject and a good starting point for those wanting to
learn more.”

M. Fonck, “Die Geschichte des Lebens auf unserem Planeten in einem Bildband...Toll. Tolles
Buch ! Einfach toll...Aber wer den "DK" Verlag kennt, ist diese Qualität gewohnt ! Nehme mal an
dass die meisten, bekannten, verstorbenen Wesen sich in diesem tollen Bildband
wiederfinden...Vum Ursprung des Lebens bis zu den ersten Menschen findet man eine Unzahl
von informativem Bildmaterial in diesem Buch wieder...Also ich kann dises Buch nur weiter
empfehlen...”



The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,906 people have provided feedback.
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